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Question One: 

Read the following questins carefully the choose the correct answer From A, B Or D 

1- The Olympic Games were held in London in 2012 CE.  

The correct cleft sentence that emphasises the information in bold is ------. 

A) in 2012 CE that the Olympic Games were held in London 

 B) It is in 2012 CE that the Olympic Games were held in London 

C) It was in 2012 CE that the Olympic Games were held in London 

 D) It in 2012 CE that the Olympic Games were held in London 

2- The heat made the journey unpleasant. 

The correct cleft sentence that emphasises the information in bold is ------.  

A) It was the heat which made the journey unpleasant 

B) It is the heat that made the journey unpleasant 

C) It was the heat which makes the journey unpleasant  

D) It is the heat which made the journey unpleasant 

3- I like Geography most of all. 

The correct cleft sentence that emphasises the information in bold is ------.  

A) The subject that I like most of all is Geography 

B) The subject I like most of all was Geography 

C) That the subject I liked most of all is Geography  

D) That I like most of all is the Geography 

4- I like English most of all. 

The correct cleft sentence that emphasises the information in bold is------- 

a) The person that I liked most of all has been English 

b) The subject that I like most of all is English 

c) The subject which I like most of all was English 

d) The person which I liked most of all has been English 

5- The rainy weather made the players cancel the game. 

The sentence which emphasises the underlined words is ------- 

A) The thing which made the players cancel the game is the rainy weather.  

B) The thing which makes the players cancel the game was the rainy weather 

C) The thing which made the players cancel the game was the rainy weather. 

D) The thing which makes the players cancel the game is the rainy weather. 

6- I finished typing the report at 9 p.m. 

The sentence which emphasises the underlined words is----- 

A) It is 9 p.m. when I finished typing the report. 

B) It was 9 p.m. when I finish typing the report. 

C) It is 9 p.m. when I finish typing the report. 

D) It was 9 p.m. when I finished typing the report 

7- Jordan was given an award in health tourism in 2014 CE. 

The sentence which emphasises the underlined words is------ 

A) It was Jordan that was given an award in health tourism in 2014 CE. 

B) The country which was given an award in health tourism in 2014 CE was Jordan. 

C) The year when Jordan was given an award in health tourism was 2014. 

D) It was an award in health tourism that Jordan was given in 2014 CE. 
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8- Saleem borrowed a book from the library last week. 

The sentence which emphasises the underlined word is--------- 

A) It was a book that Saleem borrowed from the library last week. 

B) It was Saleem that borrowed a book from the library last week. 

C) It was last week that Saleem borrowed a book from the library. 

D) It was from the library that Saleem borrowed a book last week. 

9- The cake ----------- my mother made tasted really great. 

A)  who                   B) that                      C) when                D) where 

10- It ............11 p.m. when I stopped working. 

A)  be                      B) is                         C) was                   D) been 

11- ……………….. Jabir Ibn Hayyan did his research in a laboratory was Iraq. 

A) The country when                                  B) The place when 

C) The year where                                      D) The country where 

12- .....................to the invention of the oud was Al-Kindi. 

A) The person who contributed                 B) The person who contributing 

C) It is the person who contributed            D) It is Al-Kindi who contributed 

13- The year-----------the great mosque in Cordoba was built was 784 CE. 

A)  which                 B) when                   C) who                    D) where 

14- It was Jabir ibn Hayyan ……………….invented ink that can be read in the dark. 

A)  who                    B) which                  C) when                  D) where 

15- The event ..............took place in London in 2012 CE was the Olympic Games. 

A)  when                  B) that                      C) where                 D) who 

16- It is Mariam al-Fihri.......supervised the building of the Andalus Mosque. 

A)  who                    B) where                  C) which                 D) when 

17- The language. .......is spoken in many countries in the Middle East is Arabic. 

A)  who                    B) where                  C) when                  D) which 

18- In my city, there is a national park..........people meet and enjoy the nature. 

A)  who                    B) where                  C) that                    D) when 

19- The person ………………. authored the book "Al-Shamil fi al-Tibb" in the 13th century _______ Ibn al-Nafis. 

A) When / are          B) who / is               B) where / was         D) that / was 

 

Question Two: 

20- Amalia graduated from the university in 2022 CM. 

- The year_______________________________________________________. 

21- Nawras learned English from his father. 

- It was _______________________________________________________________. 

22- Suhayl studied agricultural engineering in Baghdad. 

- The place_____________________________________________________________. 

23- Cadee received an award last year in Canada . 

- The person___________________________________________________________. 

24- Jordan became an independent country in 1946 . 

- It was_______________________________________________________________. 

25- The rainy weather made the players cancel the game. 

- The thing____________________________________________________________. 

 

 

The End 
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8- Saleem borrowed a book from the library last week. 
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A) It was a book that Saleem borrowed from the library last week. 
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Question Two: 

20- Amalia graduated from the university in 2022 CE. 

- The year when/that Amalia graduated from the university was 2022 CE. 

21- Nawras learned English from his father. 

- It was Nawras who/that learned English from his father. 

22- Suhayl studied agricultural engineering in Baghdad. 

- The place where /that Suhayl studied agricultural engineering was Baghdad. 

23- Cadee received an award last year in Canada . 

- The person who/that received an award last year in Canada was Cadee. 

24- Jordan became an independent country in 1946 CE . 

- It was 1946 CE when/that Jordan became an independent country. 

25- The rainy weather made the players cancel the game. 

- The thing which/that made the players cancel the game was the rainy weather. 

 

 

The End 


